Adaptive Empowerment

A will to persevere, adapt and thrive while confronting disability.
Passion

● What do you love?

Community

● Who do you connect with?
The great sport of Adaptive Mountain Biking

- A catalyst for inner transformation
The Major Players

- Lasher Sport
- Bowhead
- Reactive Adaptations
Access and Affordability

- Adaptive Sports Orgs
- Grant Programs
- Competition and Efficiency
- Community Projects
Inclusivity

- Inclusive across all genders
- Rapidly growing
- Incredible Events and Races everywhere
The Awakening
Adaptive Empowerment

Building blocks for an Adaptive Mindset

- Passion + Community
- Adaptive Sports
- Disability vs Adaptability
- Acceptance and Thriving
Links

Bridge Drop
No Excuses
Power of Adaptive Sports
Inclusivity
Adaptive Mindset
Adaptive Sports Well-Being
Follow the Adventure

QuadOnAbike

- Bust Limits -